
Meeting the challenge: How small 
businesses compete

AIER’s research has shown that successful small businesses 

prosper because of rather than in spite of their size. As they 

face big-box-store competition, they use to their advantage 

niche product offerings, superior customer service, and  

a detailed understanding of local markets, as we learned from 

in-depth interviews with small business owners and managers 

https://www.aier.org/research/small-businesses-leverage-

their-size.
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In addition to the positive side of their businesses’ small size, 

interviewees also discussed the disadvantages they face when 

competing against larger rivals: price competition due to larger 

firms’ scale of buying, and a lack of resources to engage in  

specialized activities beyond the direct running of the business. 

The table below provides examples of these challenges and 

ways business owners work to mitigate them.
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Challenge Key Issues How Businesses Address Challenge

Price competition Larger competitors, due to scale, have  Join buying cooperatives, where many 

 lower unit costs and can drive down prices small businesses negotiate lower prices 

 that small businesses sometimes cannot  from suppliers (e.g., True Value 

 profitably match. Hardware); find other ways to provide  

  value to the market (as described in the  

  research brief).

Name recognition/ Small businesses sometimes lack resources Become involved in local community, 

marketing to advertise in visible places; they generally  including boards and chambers of 

 lack experts in marketing or the ability to  commerce; network with other local 

 hire high-priced advertising agencies; they  small businesses who might recommend 

 must rely more on word-of-mouth to make  them to their customers. 

 themselves known to potential customers. 

Market research Large businesses often have employees or  Join trade organizations that provide 

 whole divisions dedicated to gathering data market intelligence; rely heavily on  

 about the market and planning strategy.  detailed local information gathered on the 

 Small businesses often cannot afford such  ground, as discussed in the research brief. 

 in-depth research and planning.

Regulations Taxes, labor laws and environmental  Join trade organizations that advocate for 

 regulations are often more difficult for  small business-friendly policies and  

 small businesses to comply with. provide members with advice on compliance.


